Spartan

Rev. Williams
Rev. Cecil Williams, spiritual adviser and minister of
Glide Memorial United
Methodist Church in San
Francisco will speak in the
College Union Ballroom tonight at 8, sponsored by the
Experimental College.
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No, it’s not your favorite movie mutt braving turbulent
uaters on a dangerous rescue mission. And it’s not a
household pet dog -paddling in a flooded basement, or a

playful pooch frolicking at the beach. Here is one of the
more frequent visitors of the fabled SJS fountain
getting a fish-eye vieu of the bottom.
Photo by Dave Thurber

By ROBERT PELLER1N
Daily Political Writer
A second statement accusing A.S.
President Bill Langan of using the Physical Education Department duplicating room prior to the recent recall
election has been submitted.
In the statement, five SJS students
say they saw Langan in the duplicating
room Sunday, March 14two days
before the recall election.
The statement was given to A.S.
Attorney General Reggie Toran and his
administrative assistant Don DuShane
on Friday.
Toran and DuShane are now in their
third day of investigating the charges
that Langan illegally printed his antirecall campaign literature with athletic
department supplies. Such action violates the SJS election code.
The five witnesses who signed Friday’s message are Jerry Lee, Chuck
Pearson, Jake Steinlauf, Steve Kinsey,
and Rob Parker.
ANSWERS KNOCK
In their message, they say Langan
was within the locked doors of the
men’s gym at 5 p.m. that Sunday. They
add that he came out of the duplicating
room to answer their pounding on the
glass doors at the west end of the men’s
gym.
Pearson, a senior industrial studies

EOP Students Not Doomed
Therefore, if EOP grants are slashed
to $100 per incoming student next year,
as Reagan has suggested, or nothing for
continuing students, the student will
still have other sources of money.
Clearing up some other misconceptions about EOP, Ryan said that some
EOP students do not get any money at
all because they or their parents are
able to finance a college education
without outside help. "We do have some
students in the EOP that come from
pretty well-to-do families," he remarked.
EOP is primarily designed to get students with high potential but low grades
and test scores into college. If financial
aid is needed, it will be arranged.
Ryan said that even white students
are eligible for EOP, but admitted that
"99 per cent" of those involved are of
minority ethnic groups.
NOT ROSY
However, all will not be rosy for the
EOP student next year. Gov. Reagan
has said he expects the federal EOG
program to provide more money for
disadvantaged students next year and

offset his EOP cuts, but Ryan expects
the opposite to take place.
Ryan said he believes that Congress
will allocate the same amount of EOG
money for next year as it did for this
year. However, there are 800 new colleges that have applied for EOG money.
Therefore, all colleges in the program
will be receiving less money, since
there will be more colleges to divide it.
Ryan said EOP students are not
given special priority in applying for
other scholarships, and entering EOP
students are placed at a disadvantageous position when it comes to
scholarship application.
PRIORITY
Ryan explained that all continuing
students who apply for aid before
March 15 are given equal priority for
scholarships and loans. After the continuing students are taken care of, the
financial aids office will consider aid
for incoming students.
EOP students are usually the last of
the incoming students to be informed of
college acceptance, Ryan continued.
Therefore, they are at the bottom of the

City Debates Goal Proposals,
San Jose Community Invited
By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer
Members of the San Jose community
will have an opportunity to affect the
goals of their city in a community
forum entitled "Now which way San
Jose?," to be held Wednesday, at San
Jose’s Civic Auditorium.
The forum, sponsored by the San Jose
Goals Committee of the Citizens Community Improvement Committee, will
make city council members, and
finance, housing, human relations, and
transportation representatives available for 55 small discussion groups
planned.
San Jose State has added its name to
the 56 schools and organizations
endorsing the forum and has made
material concerning the forum available at the information desk of the
College Union.
Because of the late date, Mrs. Betty
Eder, chairwoman of the San Jose
Goals Committee, suggests interested
individuals pick up pre-registration
packets and tirkets at the Mayor’s
office at city hall, rather than depend
on the mail.
MAYOR JAMES
The program will begin in Jay
McCabe Hall at 7 p.m. with a welcome
from San Jose’s Mayor Ronald R.
James, and is tentatively scheduled to
adjourn at 10:30 p.m.
The discussion sessions will be prefaced by a review of the present San
Jose goals and a debate on the utilities
users tax with Councilman Walter Hays
speaking in favor and Councilwoman
Virginia Shaffer speaking against the

measure.
The intiative, which several thousand
San Jose residents attempted to get on
the April Municipal ballot, to eliminate
the tax and impede future action by the
council on the matter, was ruled illegal
by the state court of appeals. The
matter is being appealed to the State
Supreme Court, and the city council
voted to remove the measure from the
ballot until a decision is heard from the
Supreme Court.
The utilities users tax was raised to
712 per cent several months ago in an
attempt to raise additional revenue for
city operations.

ECEB Sponsors
Candle Making
At Fountain
How does making Sand candles down
by the fountain one afternoon sound?
Tomorrow from 12:30 to 2 p.m. the
ECEB is sponsoring a candle making
session around the fountain as part of
their Tuesday noon activities. Everything is free, but participants are asked
to bring coffee cans.
After Easter vacation, the Tuesday
noon activities will include a fashion
show and bingo. Members of the committee are Jose (’avazos, Greg Murawski, I hunt’ Pierson, Steve Stockwell and
Pam l’iers. They are open for suggestions for additional things to do.
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Alternative Funds

By JOYCE KRIEG
Daily Investigative Reporter
Educational Opportunity Program
(EOP) students will not necessarily be
surviving on only $100 next year, even if
Gov. Reagan’s EOP budget cuts are not
restored by the legislature.
Donald Ryan, SJS financial aids
director, said that students in the EOP
receive money from a variety of
sources, not just from the state government.
He explained that the financial aids
office estimates that it costs $2000 to
educate an unmarried, undergraduate
for one year. The portion of this amount
that will be furnished by financial aids
to EOP students will depend on the student’s financial need. Ryan explained
that if the office should determine that
an EOP student needs to be given the
entire $2000, the sources of money could
break down like this:
maximum EOP
EOP$700 (the
grant that can be given)
Federal Educational Opportunity
Grant (EOG) program$300
National Defense Loan $1000

A panel discussion of contemporary religions will be
held today in the College
Union Umunhum Room from
2 p.m. tot p.m. The program
is sponsored by the Black
Studies Department.

New Witnesses Charge
Langan Violated Recall

Super Mer-Mutt Swims

with
to

Religion

The small discussion groups will be
followed by larger workshop discussion
groups to formulate questions or proposals to be presented to Thomas W.
Fletcher, San Jose city manager, later
in the program.
All the groups will converge on Jay
McCabe Hall for a general meeting to
hear Fletcher’s response to conclusions
reached by the groups and Mrs. Filer’s
proposals for a follow-up on the forum.
"It’s a real opportunity to work
within the democratic framework,"
emphasized Mrs. Filer. "People are
given a direct line to their public officials. We really need young people,
because their input is so important."
She explained that in 1965 the city
council requested a set of goals be
drawn up for the city by a citizens’
goals committee, which resulted in the
adoption of 21 goals for the city by the
council in 1998. The council, she continued, asked that these goals be reviewed and revised periodically, resulting in this annual community forum.
last year’s forum, which initiated the
program, drew approximately 1200
people. according to Mrs. Eder.
IMPRo1.1)PltoGRAM
-Those attending the forum ill be
compilation of the ideas
il
Mailed
canting out of the group sessions," she
added. -1Ne hope to improve the
program by tryini, to follow-up with
sonic’ positive action."
She said this inight be’ in the form of
;mother forum in the immediate future
at. in asking for immediate action from
the council on the goals formulated at
the inciting.

financial aids ladder.
Ryan also said that EOP students are
not eligible for work-study jobs unless
they take the job in lieu of their EOG
money or federal loan. However, he
said that other disadvantaged students
are given first priority for work-study
jobs.

major, told his version of the incident to
the Daily on Friday. "We were there to
play basketball and found the doors
"locked. We pounded on the door and
Langan came out of the duplicating
room down the hall."
Pearson continued, "He came to the
door and told us the gym was closed.
Then he went back to the duplicating
room."
UNAVAILABLE
Langan was told of the statement by
DuShane on Friday, but he was
unavailable for comment.
Friday’s message was the second
piece of evidence submitted by David
Krawitz and Andy McDonald, who initially filed the election violation
charges against Langan on March 18
the day after the election. Krawitz and
McDonald were the leaders of the recall
drive, which lost in its bid to oust Langan in the recall election.
But investigation into the charges did
not begin until last Thursday, because
of lack of evidence. Then, a statement
signed by Krawitz and former AS.
Public Relations officer Marty Pastula
was submitted.
ROOM USED
In that message, Krawitz and Pastula
claim athletics secretary Renee
Thompson told them Langan used the
duplicating room Monday and Tuesday
night, March 15-16.
The statement claims Mrs. Thompson said Langan had permission to use
the room and that he used the duplicating machines and several reams of
paper.
Mrs. Thompson denied she said anything that involved Langan directly.
She said the room was indeed messy
and paper was missing when she saw
the room Thursday, March 18. But she
added, "anyone could have used it. I
didn’t see him ( Langan I do anything,
and I never said I did."
DENIED CHARGES
Langan last week denied that he used
any athletics department materials in
his campaign. He said he is frequently

in the athletics building, but that he was
not there either Monday or Tuesday, as
the
Krawitz-Pastula
statement
charges.
He commented that his handouts and
mailers were printed by SJS student
Matt Cusimano, on Cusimano’s family
mimeograph machine. A statement by
Cusimano was turned in last week,
saying he printed two different-sized
anti -recall flyers, at a cost of 815 to
Langan.
DuShane said Friday that he and
Toran are still short of enough substantial evidence to bring the case before
the A.S. Judiciary. But he said the
investigation is continuing.

Old Mexico
Investigated
By Scholar
Froben Lozada, SJS scholar-in-residence, will present "Montezuma’s
rinner" at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
College Union Umunhum Room.
The program, which revolves around
ancient Mexico should be of interest to
both archaeology and history majors,
according to Lozada.
Antonio Camejo, presently an instructor in Chicano Studies at Merritt
College in Oakland, will conduct the informal seminar which will clarify the
myth of the Conquistador as well as exploring the history and philosophy of
the Aztec leader who confronted the
Conquistadores, Montezuma.
Camejo, who teaches contemporary
thought and philosophy of Latin
America and Mexico will also lecture
on present day life in the Americas and
how it is influenced by the heritage of
the Aztec and the Conquistador.

Illegal Parking Costs
Students Over $2,000
By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Staff Writer
Although SJS students have been
repeatedly warned this semester
against parking in restricted areas,
cars are being towed away at a rate of
more than three a day.
"So far this semester, we’ve had to
tow 105 cars since the middle of February...at a cost of over $2,000 to the students," stated Bill Allison, head of
parking at SJS.
"It’s a shame we have to do this,"
Allison said, "but there’s no other way
to show the students the college means
business. Even so, it appears that many
students are willing to gamble."
Allison related that many SJS students have asked why the college has
started towing now when they never did
so in the past, even though similar signs
were up.
According to Allison, the precedent of
towing cars has been established for
years, although they never did anything
about it until now.
He said the parking committee was
forced to clamp down on parking violators this semester because citations
had no affect People felt it was easier
to pay an occasional $2 fine than to find
parking around the campus.
Allison claimed the towing would
continue until the parking problem was
solved or "until President Bunzel tells
us to stop."
Allison said a letter has been sent to
Dr. Bunzel telling him of the towing
situation and describing his job as
being "thankless." He also stated the
college "must take a strong position on
this parking matter." Allison has received no reply from lir. Bunzel as yet.
Illegally parked cars are now being
towed away when two citations have
been issued. At the beginning of the
semester they were being towed after
the third citation was issued.
-Many people have been quite abusive is hen they have found their car
towed away," stated Allison, -but they
should realize this could happen after
they received their first citation."
Allison believes the parking problem
will not even be solved when the new
parking garage is finished this spring.
"I ,,on’t think the new garage will idleviate the problem." Allison declared.
-Iscatise it ii ill provide only 1,700 more
:1. -b.
.
%% ill bring the

total of spaces available for students to
3,500.
It appears this new garage will be the
last attempt to solve the parking probletn at SJS.
last week the trustees voted down
the chancellor’s request for an increase
in the semester parking fees for faculty
and students. This proposed increase
was to help meet maintenance costs
and bond obligations on existing facilities, as well as to raise funds for future
parking structures.
Allison stated that the college should
take an active part in getting students
to school or finding them parking. He

has devised one plan which he feels
may help solve the problem.
Allison noted that the college could
possibly require all freshmen and
sophomores to park at the county fairgrounds, from where they would be
bussed to school. He said all students
could still park on the street under this
formula.
"Under this plan," Allison added,
-there would be fewer car thefts and
things stolen from cars because they
would all be in a concentrated area
which could be patrolled more
efficiently."

It
PARKING CONTRO,
10PARK1111
IOINED.RWAY

1101 111.F. TROUBLEThe SJS parking control truck, next to the familiar -No
Parking" sign, should he enough to thrust terror into the hearts of any car utter.
This is not the case. hiniever, as cars are being continually towed assay at the
01111,1’S tAllf.111’.
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"Freedom of the press is
not an end itself, but a
means to a free society."

Justice Felix Frankfurter
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Editorials

Change On Stand
The Spartan Daily has changed its stand on the state college university
status issue. Last semester, we expressed reservations about the plan because
of many unanswered questions about the university status proposal.
The current proposal by Assemblyman E. Richard Barnes, R-San Diego,
answers our questions and fills the loopholes that existed in past proposals.
Barnes’s name-change bill, now in the State Senate, would make no changes
in the structure or operation of SJS and other selected colleges. It simply
changes the higher education code to allow some colleges to adopt the
"university" title.
University status would not mean that SJS would begin offering doctoral
degrees and putting less emphasis on undergraduate programs in favor of research.
The faculty would not have its normal teaching load reduced from 12 units to
nine, the typical university professor teaching load.
Nor would university status, in itself, mean that SJS would begin charging
tuition like that now charged at the University of California.
In other words, new signs, new letterhead stationary, and "San Jose State
University" sweatshirts will be the only discernible difference to students
should Barne’s bill pass, which currently appears very likely.
The real advantages of university status will become apparent only after
graduation from SJS. A diploma with the magic word "university" attached to
it will open more job opportunity doors and make it easier to get accepted at
graduate schools than a simple "college" diploma.
Moreover, SJS is already a university in everything but name. The college
educates nearly 25,000 people every year, employs over 1,000 faculty members, engages in research and brings about new experimental programs every
year.
-Although it’s now become a cliche, we believe in "telling it like it is.,, Let’s
start by giving SJS its proper name, San Jose State University.

No More ’Yes’ Men
V, tb the resignation of Philip Sanchez, the only Chicano on the state college
board of trustees, Gov. Reagan has an opportunity to display a rarity
concern N% ith broad representation on the board.
Presently the 18 state colleges are represented by 21 trustees, the majority
of whom are past middle age and appointed as a political reward. Only last
week Reagan named three fellow Republicans, two of them 60 years old, to the
board in an apparent move to strengthen his hold over thP trustees.
Now, with Sanchez’ leaving to become director of the federal Office of Economic Opportunity, the governor can show his concern and impartiality by
appointing a new trustee embued with some rare qualities.
Hopefully these qualities will find a trustee who is a state college graduate,
closer in age to the students he represents than present trustees, moderate or
liberal in his ideas on education, and a non-political front runner.
Particularly desirous would be the appointment of a black or Chicano
educator rather than another representative from the business community.
An added novelty would be a trustee who is not obliged to support the
governor’s policies on education. In short, we need a vital, young, concerned
voice with a far reaching knowledge of state college education and no fear of
speaking an opinion.
The trend toward appointing political supporters and outstanding members
of the business community is over, we hope. Our plea is possibly too much to
a board of docile "yes" men than considering the varied opinions of trustees
qualified to administrate colleges.
We urge the governor to ponder our suggestions. It is up to Reagan to prove
that playing politics is not the highest value in selecting those who have so
much influence in dictating the course of state college education.

Staff Comment

(hit inThe Cold With Relics
By TONY ROEGIERS
The word arete has been so conspicuous in the editorial page of the
Daily lately that I decided to look it up.
In addition to meaning excellence and
moral virtue in Greek, it also has the
meaning of fishbone in French and a.
sharply crested ridge created by glacier
flow in English.
The fishbone idea reminded me of
another bone that bone which remains
after the loss and decay of the rest, that
bone or other substance which is
considered a memorial or souvenir, that
bone which is a relic.
The glaciers involved in the forming of
the sharply crested ridge reminded me
of not only something very old, but also
of something very, very cold.
Then I read on the front page of Fri.
day’s Daily that Dr Ted Benedict, dean
of academic planning, said he expects
11_

deans to ’lay off part-time faculty rather
than the probationary or tenured professors,- and that ’many part-time
faculty members regard their jobs as
only temporary and hove never had
intentions to stay at SJS."
So those part-time faculty members
who never had any intentions..." will be
out in the cold, while we the students
will be left with the relics.
Obviously, the and a faculty positions will be accounted for by those
working fulltime and only getting paid
or ’c time. In view of the tight budget,
its too bad that we can’t get rid of the
persons who work a to Lo of the time
and get paid fulltime.
Oh well, I suppose that colleges like
the Smithsonian Institute, have a very
important role in recording history. The
problem is that the Smithsonian at least,
relegates its relics to the dead.

California Seascape

Chicano
By

Soul

Vernon Robinson

The Chicano Educational Pilgrimage is
expected to have between 500 to 1000
people when it leaves from San Jose on
April 2 through 7.
So far, it has gained much support
from many community organizations
throughout California. City college at
Son Jose, Cal State Hayward, West
Valley college are only a few of the colleges participating.
Red Cross, has donated 150 sleeping
beds: Model cities, $200; Pink Elephant,
food; buses from Stockton and lamps by
local furniture stores. Support also
comes from the Herald Examiner.
The Herald Examiner said in an article
March 21, -Several thousand students,
most of them from minority backgrounds
will be forced to abandon their college
careers and their promising futures if
the state budget is adopted in its present
form."
When I asked the question, how will
the EOP benefit from the march to some
Chicano Students lsador Carrosco
replied, "It’s a small contribution significant of trying to express the need for
Chicano education and to create awareness to show concern for education."
Henry Lostaunau said, -To show repre-

Staff Comment

Real Or...?
By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Once upon a time, the land of knowledge was visited by the makers of
machines. Some of the people of the
land welcomed them and donned
strange garb and tried to join their
ranks.
There were those among the land,
however, that did not like the tools of
battle that the machine makers made
for the king’s wars. So, they chose to
stand in the town square and make
noise to drive away the intruders, for
they were a superstitous people.
But the makers of machines hid
behind the walls of the stone castle and
spoke in ritual tongue only of those who
wore the accepted dress.
When the battle was done, an unlucky
number of the people were thrown in
the dungeon, and the ransom was set at
40,000 shackles. Days passed and the
friends of the captured begged with
their cups for bread and finally set the
captured free.
And they rejoiced in their freedom,
but the joy was cut short. Some of their
ranks were recaptured in the night.
The judgers of deeds commanded
them not to associate with the disgruntled masses, and those who did not
study the holy books were not allowed
upon the castle grounds.
But there were those in the castle.
including one who was branded as one
of the lord’s close disciples, who
questioned the action of the guards.
They gathered all the king’s man and the
people too. And lo, they decided that
those captured should be set free.
They wrote a story of the event, but it
went unread, and the mosses went
about their business and the boards of
the castle looked down and said it is
good.
Unfortunately, the Ad Hoc Committee
Report On The March 4 Recruiting
Demonstration might as well have been
talking about this incident. Because the
amount of impact the report will have
upon the real world is about the same as
it did in the -land of knowledge."

sentation and strength to the legislature."
Alejandro Arriaga stated, "Ideology
behind the march is not financial tokenism but an educational response. All the
people in the student body of SJS, if
worthy of the dignity and trust in themselves, should join in the experience of
basic learning from the people."
The road taken by the marchers has
been tested (walked) by some of the
leaders of the march, to make sure that
it was safe for the people.
Other supporters are Bill Langan, the
San Jose Mercury News, the Chicano Art
Association, and Acevedos 160 class
sponsored the menudo with proceeds
going to the marchers.
Many people have contributed to the
march to make it successful. The list is
endless. VIVA LA RAZA!

Guest Room

Responding’
By GARY WALTRIP
YAF
Responding to Cliff Matoirs editorial of
March 5, Martha O’Connell recently
wrote an article disagreeing with Mr.
Matoi’s assertion that "keeping a
student in school (college), any student,
should be high on every list." Martha
specifically stated, "The belief that
college is absolutely necessary has led
to the over -crowding of state colleges
and universities by young people who,
had they not been pressured to attend
by parents, peer groups and society at
large, would have gone to work directly
after high school or attended technical
or trade schools."
Mr. Matoi, in his staff comment of
March 24, attempted to refute this statement, saying "Her words seem to imply
that some persons don’t know their
place and waste their time going to
college instead of sweating for a living
as all ’their’ kind should do. There is a
six -letter description of such an attitude,
which I am sure Miss O’Connell is
aware. As the reader can see for himself,
Martha’s words do not imply anything
like that described by Mr. Matoi.
Apparently unable to refute what she
said, he attempts to refute what she
didn’t say. This is an unethical tactic
known as "misrepresenting the opposition." Furthermore, by implying Martha’s
’racism- the six -letter wordMatoi
abandons logical analysis in favor of the
subtle smear. Unable to mount an intellectual attack on Martha’s ideas, he
resorts to an unfounded innuendo
against her integrity. This tactic is not
only unethical, it is downright childish.
Mr. Matoi wound up his -rebuttal- by
making a vigorous defense of the EOP
program, which was completely illogical
since Martha’s column never alluded to
or mentioned the EOP program. It dealt
with young people in general and
foreign students in particular. Her
conclusions pointed out "Foreign students should most certainly be allowed
to attend American universities, but it
can hardly be expected that the American people have a moral duty to subsidize them."
Mr. Matoi’s remarks were clearly an
appeal to emotion rather than to reason,
and was based on misrepresentation of
facts. For his own sake, he will hopefully
upgrade the quality of his arguments
before entering the rough-and-tumble
world of professional journalism.

By DENNIS BEVERAGE
RTNC Editor
Stokely Carmichael’s appearance on
campus here lost week, and his demands that no cameras or tape recorders be allowed in Morris Dailey
Auditorium where he was speaking,
caused College President John Bunzel to
state that this campus and its students
had been compromised.
Indeed we members of the press felt
our right to free speech and a free press
had definitely been compromised. And
the fact that we were not permitted to
tell the more than 20,000 students who
could not attend Carmichael’s address
what Carmichael had to say, was definitely a compromise of this campus.
Since that time the media here on this
campus has come up against a very
similar form of press censorship. I am
talking about our right and duty to report everything that goes on in the
meetings of this campus’ Academic
Council.
Last Monday our college president,
John, Bunzel, (and I say "our- because
we are taxpayers) refused to make his
normal address to the Academic Council
because Spartan Daily staff members
refused to let him speak off the record.
It has in the past been the policy of the
media of this campus and of the Academic Council to allow the college president to speak off the record if he so
wishes. And this procedure has in fact
been the norm rather than the exception.
However, two weeks ago in speaking
off the record, President Bunzel made an
attack on the Spartan Daily. Incidently, I
personally agreed with his criticisms to
some extent and I published an editorial
to that effect.
At this point the Daily felt it could no
longer honor President Bunzel’s request
to keep the criticism off the record. The
Daily felt, and rightly so I think, that it
should make reply to the president’s remarks. It did so by publishing a news
story on the matter and an editorial
criticism.
Right of reply is a basic precedent to
freedom of the press. If the Daily believed it had taken the proper course of
action it had every right in the world to
reply to President Bunzel’s attack. And
President Bunzel had no right to ask reporters to keep the matter off the record
and then proceed to attack them.
The Daily published the incident and
President Bunzel was upset. Since that
time the Daily has taken the position
that whatever the president says at Academic Council meetings should not be in
an off the record manner.
President Bunzel has reorganized the
operation of this college, and his program is considerably different than
those of his predecessors. President
Bunzel feels his job is mainly that of a
public relations expert who attempts to
promote whatever programs he feels
are beneficial to the college.
To do this, President Bunzel has relegated the job of the day to day operation
of this college to his executive vicepresident Dr. Burton Brazil, and his academic vice-president Dr. Hobert Burns,
President Bunzel has himself embarked on a program of speaking
engagements, appearances, and legislative lobbying. He is doing this in a very
careful manner. He wants to present the
best image of this college he can.
But in doing so President Bunzel has
almost totally neglected the student
body of this campus; the persons most
directly affected by his PR program. He
seems to feel that we are not interested
in what he is doing.
I would like to submit that he is
wrong.
President Bunzel may feel the present
budget crisis for San Jose State as well
as the rest of the state colleges is his
personal problem. But it isn’t. The problem belongs to all of us and though
some of us may be shirking our responsibilities, many of us would like to
become further involved. At least we
would like to be more aware of the
situation we are in.
At the present time we are being
forced to go to sources other than the
President himself to get our information.
And if the president doesn’t think this is
a poor way to get information I ask him
to recall the Carmichael incident and the
problems he had discovering what really
happened.
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Student Nurses Train in Burn Unit

TEMPORARY RELIEF-Sue Myer, head
nurse of the Burn Unit, adjusts a patient’s
Circ-O-Electric bed. The bed, designed by
the Striker Corporation, helps keep the pa-

tient from developing bed sores. The press,
lying on top of the patient, can be removed
to check on his bandages.
-Daily photos by Carlo Brusaschetti

By JUDY GELDIN
Daily Staff Writer
By establishing a strong
patient -staff rapport, SJS
nursing students help to
penetrate the seemingly
antiseptic atmosphere in the
Burn Unit at Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center.
’rhe Burn Unit is the first
of its kind in the county, and
is staffed by personnel especially trained for the unit. It
took between $50,000 and
$100,000 donated by the Hospital Women’s Auxiliary and
the County of Santa Clara to
equip the four room treatment unit.
Though officially opened
last November, patients
were accepted in September.
Sue Myers, head of the
Burn Unit explained that the
unit observation by SJS
nursing students is a co-ordinated effort in which students get the theory of treating burns at SJS and then see
how the theory is applied in
the hospital Burn Unit.
The hospital administration signed a contract with
the head of the nursing
department at SJS, agreeing

to have SJS students observe
the unit on a rotation basis.
Two student nurses are
assigned to the unit for two
days. They rotate from clinical groups in their nursing
classes at SJS.
"It’s really a fantastic
place. I’m impressed with
their techniques," said Barbara Blake, junior nursing
student. Miss Blake is impressed with the stress by
nurses on the psychological
aspects of treating burn pa-

tients.
The nurses never pity the
patients, according to Miss
Blake. The staff always tries
to respond to the patients as
normal individuals. The
junior nursing student
praised the new unit as good
therapy for burn patients.
"So often patients are
afraid they won’t be
accepted by the outside because of their maladies. But
the patients are surrounded
by other burn patients which

Vocalist
Zampiceni
Performs
A recital will be given by
tenor Michael Zampiceni,
accompanied by Priscilla
Michael, in the Concert Hall
tomorrow at 2 p.m,
Program selections include "Where’er you walk,"
from Handel’s "Semele,"
Schumann’s "Dichterliebe,"
Debussy’s "Mandoline" and
"II mio tesoro intanto," from
Mozart’s "Don Giovanni."
The recital is open to all
interested students.
nril-HAH-T--)
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alternatives for a pregnant
girl. She may have an abortion, keep the child, or relinquish the child to someone
else.
"The important thing is to
make a decision that they
(the prospective parents)
can live with," she says.
Friends and relatives may
try to steer the prospective
mother in one direction or
another. But, the counselormore than anything-tries to
provide a "cushion" from
these pressures and a little
time to think the alternatives
through.
THIRD ALTERNATIVE
What if the’ best solution
seems to be giving the child
up for adoption? Part of the
service at the Children’s
Home Society is placing
children in homes that want
them.
Mrs. Hornbaker pointed to
a photograph on the wall of
her office. The photograph
was of a young couple-SJS
students, liberal seeming playing with a baby they had
adopted. Loving parents
seem to come in various
descriptions, and she indi-

cated they needn’t be Middle
Americans.
Since 1967, according to
the San Francisco Examiner, even a handful of unmarried people have adopted
children.
When asked if more young
people, sensitive to an overcrowded world, were applying for adoption, Mrs. Horn baker indicated that there
had been a slight rise. But,
she said, "In the last 10 years
there have been fewer babies
available to be adopted."
This is partly because
"The social stigma to keeping the baby is disappearing," she said alltidirld to ’the
case of an unmaftied
mother.
HARD TO PLACE
Older children, babies of
mixed racial background
and those with medical problems are harder to place.
The demand is for caucasian
babies, according to Mrs.
Hornbaker.
She said, -Culturally, the
black community ’took care
of their own,’ "meaning that
friends or relatives were
more likely to take charge of

Spartaguide
meeting will be at 6 p.m., in
the Diablo room.
Intercultural
Steering
Committee, I p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and San
Fernando
streets.
All
organizations planning to
participate in International
Week May 3-7 should come to
KSJS
the meeting.
90.7 FM
Flying Aces, 7 p.m., C.U.
Costanoan.
5:30-Spectrum News
TOMORROW
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
6:00-Dave Anderson Show
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
to 8 p.m.
Orientation meeting.
Chi Alpha, 8 p.m., 434 E.
6:55-Buchwald On
Williams St. Bible study.
7:55-Five Minute Program WEDNESDAY
Classic Film Series, 3:30
8:00 -William Brooks: and 7 p.m., Morris Dailey
Auditorium. "He Who Must
"(’ountry Music"
Die."
Pi Sigma Alpha, 3 p.m.,
8:15-Gary Douglas Show to
C.U. Almaden. Dr. Terry I.
10 p.m.
Christensen of Political
8:55-Spartan Spectrum Re- Science 1)epartment to review and comment on Ed
peat
Beni ield’s controversial new
book -The Unheavenly
10:00-Sign Off
City."
TODAY
Alpha Eta Rho, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Pacifica. General
meeting. Discuss new topics
for the semester.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Pacheco. The pledge
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Scientology Instruction
Teaches Self -Awareness
By LYNN PARENT
Daily Staff Writer
Have you heard a haunting
melody on television lately
with words which say,
"Scientology, Scientology,
you can be free, totally free.
You can be free, it’s
reality?"
Do you know what Scientology is?
"It is an applied religious
philosophy concerning
improving an individual’s
understanding of himself
and others," explained Dan
Lancaster, who has been a
member of the Church of
Scientology in Santa Clara
for about 10 months.
Dan, a sophomore graphic
design major, added, "It
also deals with improving
conditions."
Through Scientology, Dan
said he is -learning about
myself and others around me
and gaining abilities to
1e.adle myself and life."
The aims of Scientology
are high.
"A civilization without insanity, without criminals
and without war, where the
able can prosper and honest
beings can have rights, and
where man is free to rise to
greater heights, are the aims
of Scientology," wrote L.
Ron Hubbard, who discovered, developed, and organized
Scientology, in 1965.

Through Scientology, a
person starts to understand
himself. After he understands himself he is able to
feel compassion and love for
his fellow human beings, believe Scientologists.
Scientology is a religion
which counsels members to
a better understanding. It
also teaches members how
to counsel others.
The services are organized
in courses at the church, said
Lancaster.
"I’m on the Dianetics
course which teaches me
how to counsel," said Dan
Counseling appears to be the
basis of teaching Scientology.
-It isn’t just sitting down
and talking out your problems, it’s an incredible type
of counseling," he declared.
DIA NETICS
Dianetics concerns handling a person’s psychoand
illnesses
somatic
unpleasant emotions that the
person may or may not have
any control over, he said.
According to Dan, the
dianetics counseling course
takes anywhere from 25 to 50
hours and then the person
goes on to Scientology counseling.
There are Many different
kinds of counseling one can
receive. -The type you receive is determined by pro.

fessional counselors at the
church," he said.
The first course one usually takes is the dianetics
counseling course, said Dan.
One receives counseling with
the course.
One takes the dianetics
counseling course before the
Scientology course "because
Scientology concerns increasing a person’s awareness and abilities," explained Dan. "A person is
unable to handle those things
when he has his attention on
himself."

The Most Lowly
Picture of All
"MY FAIR LADY"
Rex Harrison,
Audrey H
C LLL
Si111111C

Barbra Streisand and
George Segal In

While it rained outside, it
poured Menudo soup inside.
That was the case last
week, when the Chicano
philosophy class of Jorge
Acevedo
sponsored
a
Menudo soup sale in the Costanoan room of the College
Union. The sale was held as
part of a class project to earn
money for the EOP march on
Sacramento in April.
According to Blanche
Galindo, one of the organizers, the class bought the
ingredients and cooked the
soup itself.
Miss Galindo said that the
soup, a Chicano delicacy, is
made of tripe "cut into small
pieces and added to water
with corn, chili sauce, and
pig’s feet to give the soup a
little flavor."

THE OWL and
THE PUSSYCAT"
0 BASCOM

PRIUNEYARD 311
Nominated for 4 Oscars
FIVE
with

EASY PIECES’
Jack Nicholson

4-star Entertainment

’PAINT YOUR
WAGON’
with Lee Marvin
CAP...NO

’HUSBANDS’

with John Cassavetes
Peter Falk, Ben G

TAKE THE MONEY
& RUN with WoodyAllen

We Know about Cars
When your car needs expert
attention, bring it in.
You’ll get quick efficient
service.
Transmission

Tuna-Up

Lubrication

Sheering

SILVA
SERVICE
78 So. 4th, San Jose
Next to new "Burger Chef"
LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.

Noreko introduces the micro-thin head.
Shaves up to 44% closer, 50% faster
than ever before.
New super Microgroove
0.09mm-thin heads shave
you up to 44% closer than the ones
that beat the blades.
New 90-slot design
shaves
you up to 50% faster,
and far
smoother than last year’s.
Whichever Tripleheader III
you buy, Melt null ,11

1.4

rechargeninli., nu gel
new Micro -I h1 n

heads -plus all the
pro% en quail’
features of
the world’s
favorite
Rot ary
act ion for
smoother
shaves

TheRED BARN on 6th and Santa
Clara HAS
24%
MORE PURE
BEEF THAN OUR ARCH RIVAL.
Our Big Barney is Y4 lb. and only
55c. Our Arch Rival has only 3.2
ounces of pure beef in their Big
Smack.

BUY A LARGE COKE
AND
KEEP THE GLASS.

Final Mg
heads In follow
yin’s fare I,
self.sha wen mg blade,. Wil h

poplip trimmer for
sideburns. Anti metal
travel wallet.

6th & SANTA CLARA

HOME OF THE 5c COFFEE
_ _

Ili66""s"6"6"ii s mosiumume-i
me

0W.314*
TN..-header Ill
cord model 357
Most advanced
version of the
noriceS favorite
snaver
Deluxe TroNelleader ill
hecharleabte model OCT
Delivers uo 10 twice the
uer charge of any other
ref hargeable Use it votth or
7,17tu a the ord

THE RED BARN
ON

N

CHARTER FLIGHTS
S 995 Market St., San Fraocisco, Gault 94103
OR 48 So. Fourth St., San Jose, Calif. 95113
AtldreNt

HEALING WATERS -A student nurse operates a modification of a Hubbard tank, used in helping burn patients. The
tank oorks on the same principle as a whirlpool bath, soothing the patient while at the same time easing removal of bandages.

Canuno SANTA CLAIN,

II

ONE ,tnv.
MANN rEit.m 7S TO CHOOSE EttOkt
rhese fillfre reopen so thedenel. fie irne flan
employe.. and ’herr owner/we family

?

a baby. Adoption, she said, is
a relatively new concept to
some parts of the black community.
It is the hard -to -place
children that are now primarily available for adoption, according to Mrs. Hornbaker.

applied to the wounds and
intravenous feeding therapy
is started.
It is common for burn
patients to develop bed sores
when they lay in one place
for a long time. An electric
bed designed by Striker Corporation eliminates this
problem. The bed is an
invention which allows the
patient to be rotated from
abdomen to stomach without
touching the patient.
To facilitate removal of
the dressing after four days
patients are disrobed and
placed in a large tub filled
with water. It is a modification of the Hubbard tank and
is also used to aid in physical
therapy where the patient’s
limbs must be exercized to
keep the joints from tightening up.

Chicanos
Pour Soup
For March

Local Children’s Home
Guides Pregnant Girls
By ANNA BLACK
Daily Feature Editor
Knowing where to turn for
pregnancy counseling can be
a stumbling block. The
Children’s Home Society besides working with adoptive and foster parents-is
one local source of pregnancy counseling.
"Some girls realize they’re
pregnant and panic," says
Alice Hornbaker at the
(’hildren’s Home Society
office. Mrs. Hornbaker, once
an SJS student herself, says,
"Only one of four 1 pregnant
girls) come to a professional
counselor. We’re looking for
the rest of them."
The Children’s Home Society at 530 N. First St. is one
of several agencies in San
Jose which is concerned with
family planning.
Mrs. Hornbaker points out
that there are at least three

gives them moral support.
Sue Myers views the burn
unit as a welcome change
from the old procedure of
treating burn patients.
"Before, burn patients were
handled in emergency. After
debredment 4 removal of
dead skin) and dressing the
wounds, patients weri put in
private rooms with private
nurses."
The patient had to be
transported to other areas of
the hospital for physical
therapy and skin grafting
and was thus subject to
germs.
The new unit, an isolated 4room unit, is located on the
6th floor. When a burn case is
-received in emergency, explained the Burn Unit nurse,
he is wheeled up on a gurney
and cleaned up as best as
possible. Dressing is then

Ake
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Injuries Continue To Plague Squad

Beavers Rout Spartan Tracksters
By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer
It was "Dedication Day"
Saturday as Bud Winter
Field was dedicated to the
former Spartan track coach.
Yet, even as Winter spoke
of past SJS triumphs, Oregon
State was running away with
the meet at hand.
The final score was 92-62,
as the meet was decided
earlier in the week as

several key Spartans were
unable to participate, or run,
due to illness and injury.
The biggest loss was
sprinter Kirk Clayton, who
suffered a mild pulled hamstring last week, but was
expected to run against the
Beavers.
The loss of Clayton was felt
in the 100, the 220, and the 440
relay. In addition, James
Love was unable to compete
because of the flu.

"The loss of Kirk was
important," said assistant
coach I.ee Evans, "but
others out also hurt our
depth. Love was out and
Marshall was in bed all week
with the flu. Dees also had
the flu."
WEIGHTMEN STRONG
Despite the lopsided score,
the Spartans did very well in
several events, led by shot
putter Greg Born and javelin
thrower Mike Metz.

Born, with a lifetime best
of 58-4,, bettered his mark
three times in route to
victory in the shot.
His first toss went 58-9,
then he threw to 58-11, and
finished with a toss of 59-0.
The toss of 59-0 set a new
meet record, breaking the
old mark of 55-8’2 set by Pat
Kelso of SJS in 1964.
Metz, in the javelin toss,
broke his lifetime best by
over three and one half feet

SJS Outclasses PCAA;
Gymnasts Grab Crown
event for the Spartans,
especially with the second
place finish of Bill Barnwell.
"I can’t believe it. I’m really
happy. What a great year for
the team," exclaimed the
elated sophomore.
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The top three winners in
each event will go on to the
NCAA championships to be
held next week in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Individual places
were decided by averaging
the compulsories scores with
the optional scores from
team competition, to deter mine six finalists. Then the
six were narrowed to three
by averaging the final
optior. ;if score and preBimini y average.
JENNETT HONORED
"What can we do next
year?", stated coach Clair
Jennett. "I want to thank Joe
and Jim for all their leadership in the last four years."
5.15 will lose four seniors,
Sweeney, Turpin, Sparacino
and Tony Spencer. Jennett’s

geles, Cal State Long Beach
and San Diego State, and
proved to be the backbone of
’
The thrill of victory is an the SJS squad.
HIGHLIGHT
emotion hard to describe but
was easily seen on the faces
Individually, Sweeney took
of the SJS gymnastics team first in parallel bars and
as it successfully defend- highbar, and Turpin claimed
ed its league title in the honors in long horse
the Pacific Coast Athletic vaulting. It was Turpin’s treChampionships Saturday in mendous double front vault
that gained the highest indiSanta Barbara.
A near capacity crowd vidual score of the meet, a
witnessed the final night of 9.4, and caused one judge to
the two day competition remark that "Turpin’s vault
during which the Spartans was the highlight of the
not only captured the team evening."
The strongest individual
championship with 144.30
points but also secured the area for SJS was the rings,
top three all-around slots and After a season of hard work
four first place wins out of a and much determination, Ed
possible six individual titles. Sparacino climaxed his
career
by
With 83.85 points, Joe gymnastics
PCAA
ring
Sweeney became the PCAA becoming
all-around
champion. chamoion. "I never thought
win,"
Sweeney, along with Jim I’d
commented
Turpin, who placed second Sparacino. The Spartans
and Mike Cooper, third, made a clean sweep of the
dominated the field of gym- event as Turpin took second
nasts from U.C. Santa and Sweeney third.
Barbara, Cal State Los AnHieh bar was another good
By BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer

efforts were not just realized
in a team victory but during
this meet, he was named as
NCAA western regional
Coach of the Year."
Assistant coach for the
team, Doug Hills, expressed
his feeling by saying, "Our
team was the dominating
force in each category. The
team performance was one
of the finest of the year. Dr.
Jennett is an admirable man
arid masterful teacher. The
recognition for his work is
long overdue."
Jennett,
along
with
Turpin, Sweeney, Cooper,
Sparacino and Barnwell, all
NCAA qualifiers, will travel
to Michigan.

SCOTLAND
FISH ’N’ CHIPS
17 East Santa Clara St.
11,wntown San Jose

Buy $t Fish & Chips
and get One FREE
litter gond with this art
Special hamburger
sandwich, french fries,
cole slaw & Pepsi 69(

DRAFT BEER
411 oz. Pitcher

80

Although bowling isn’t a
spectator sport that attracts
extensive crowds,
the
Milbrae resident says there
is quite a bit of tournament
money involved.
"There are 15 major
tournaments during the pro
tour, offering between $1025,000 in prize money,"
Adornetto said. "The top
money winners usually grab
about $50,000 a year so the
cash is definitely there. If
you’re good enough, it’s an
excellent
source
of
revenue."
ADJUSTMENT
Like all high school
athletes who make the
decision, Dave faced adjustment
problems
when
advancing
to
college
competition, even on frosh
levels.
"In high school you are
relatively well known and
have a lot of confidence," he
commented. "In college it’s
like starting all over."

play baseball."
Using primarily curves
and knuckleballs and aided
by a lack of frosh pitchers,
Adornetto managed to move
directly into the rotation,
however, and has performed
more than adequately thus
far during the successful
freshman campaign.
His future may still be
uncertain,
but
Dave
Adornetto clearly demonstrates his versatility by
consistently’ throwing strikes
on bowling alleys and baseball diamonds alike.

5 days lift, lodging,
breadfast & dinner
plus 1 group lesson
daily .. only $59.50
Starts Sun. with
dinner, thru Fri.
skiing. Also available
daily @ S14.00
INCLUDES entry
in Donner
Winter Carnival
activities.

DONNER SKI AREA
Box 66
Norden, Calif. 95724
PHONE (9161 426-3578

MACK t onto Dfult011.5 I estlingot
KOOK newt tiOwls SoOIS

TT.2

ACCIDENT
Seemingly he had made
the necessary adjustments
with Dave Waxman’s frosh
cagers before the season
opened. The events of Oct. 31
when Dave flipped his VW
and was fortunate to escape
with only a broken left
clavical
stopped
his
progress, however.
"The accident put me out
for six weeks and it was
another four before I was in
any type of playing shape,"
Adornetto said. "By then the
best part of the season was
over and I became worried
that I wouldn’t be able to

661. FIRST ST Downtown San lose
1084 LINCOLN AVE Willa.. Glen
Si Val LEY FAIR Shopping Ceetzi
119 POO eTlif 191 Fele Alto

available

Only re CSC Students, faculty, staff & fa Tully

APIXOUNEIMINTS
Austin Healy Sprite 60 Convertible,
rebut? engine, 67 trans. new tires, very
ciO0d coed 5550 or best otter Call 286
1985 or 241 2998
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing humanism
and the organized humanist move
went, will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE. Fri 12 Mar 8 p m at 738 N. 2nd
Si Cali 794 5017 for more information
FREE PUPPY - Labrador combine
fiat, about 6 wks old, feinale.black
far out Was left on our door step Call
289 8692

’PI NO

REDWOOD AVE

7487:900

6PrAJP.1

SDP,.

THE LIVING BED The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By innerSpace Environments, Don’t
be misled by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar. 10 yrs. With.
Bag. Safety liner heater & auto con
troi See at 1424 Searcy Dr. Si nr. Almaden Espy 265 5485 or in Okl 743.
0360
WATERBEDS: From 550. All sizes
incl. Round & 709 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive. Moving w you. en.
hancing your energies_ Healthy, float
no freely w perfect beck support so
You can sleep well. YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen afoul Del.
was Ave 1 mi. from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BU6 1263

MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
near campus 295.8781 or 2952355.
Reasonably Priced!

TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE S9.00 per month. Cali
377.2935

FOR RENT, large, Funky) bdrm. Apt.
Partially furnished 1 blocks from SJS
no 294 5280
5125 per

3 cent XEROX COPIES Phone 2871811
College Copy Service. 42 E. San
Antonio 2 Blocks West of Sib.

GIRLS 050 New furnished 2 Ulm apt.
25165. from SJS; Pool. own room, WW carpet. dpst. paid. Day or nine CY13.
1333. Parking avail.

EXPEL FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACH
ER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6044 After
530.

ROOMMATES NEEDED Call Bonnie
or D.J for 2 bdrm turn apt. on 67 50.
9th Good vibes Call 275-0596.
Female roommate needed to share
apt furnished, fireplace, 215 S. 12th St.
286 3739 Call Chris.

AUTO INSURANCE - MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused.Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over 094. Married 21.24 $163,
Single men 24 8. under $250. Mr. Toll
241.3900.

Astrology Classes Starting Now, For
more into Call 797 7536

SKIS Metal Fischer 195 Marker cable
bindings Good Condition 535. Diane
286 8010

Female roommate needed to share
large house 382 So 10th 289,8527.

Income tax preparation S2.50 and up.
Phone 298 2681. Fred Cress. 180 E.
William St S.J

FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
fluid 52995 buys you a King Site undu
iating arnobea Aqua snooze Water
beds, 1415 The Alameda 286 3544
VOCAL TRAINING Beginners Pro
fessional Today’s Music or -Class.
Cal " Also Guitar Lessons 186 8917
Are you a homosexual interested in
self awareness? Gay encounter group
Monday 3 30 PM, Santa Clara County
Mental Health Clinic, 85 Notre Dame,
287 5890

’61 MOB 27.500 original mi )(Int Cond.
51750 Call 753 5905 or 297 3189

ion ready to
Functional T
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr Sedan 5100
327 6160

ton walk in van w built in
Si Chevy
camper Incl running water. stove,
heater. radio Good melt cond w
many new parts & grad tires Must see
to appreciate 0950 or best offer Call
Win 275 8416 341 Menker No. D, Si
After 6 p m
01, 230 Mercedes. power ster , pow disc
hrs. 4 speed floor shift New tires
81925 or best offer 265 2191
70 MOB, Excellent Condition, AM FM.
Deluxe interior. Many extras, must
sell, Make an offer Call 793-8013
VAN ’61 English Ford, Goodall around
condition. asking 8475 Call Paul 287
9788 after 6 pm

57 VW. needs minor repairs 0175 or
best offer Call 258 5937
want vw Bus, preferably before ’68’.
4(.511 323 1037 or 967 0307 and let it
ring
FOR SAO 131
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H . a biodegradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their Shaklee distributor at
757 4286

SCOTT 260 II 120 WATT STEREO
AMP, FANTASTIC CONDITION,
OR1G 5300 NOW ONLY 5160. Don’t
wait 275 0596
Puppy Free to good home. Miniture
Lab, All Black, adorable, Call 2931414
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1850 W. San
Carlos (just west of the Gap) now open
featuring the original and only guar.
heated waterbed, Only the finest,
quality, compare and then you’ll buy
PISCEAN, the complete living water
bed it feels like a friend 294 1455 Ask
about our NRO policy
1963 Super Hot 305 Honda. Runs per
teeny. Asking 5400 Will bargain Call
Terry 2140111 Evenings
FOR SALE: Stereo, Gerard turntable,
AM FM Kenwood receiver, Electro
Voice speakers 1 yr old excel con
dition. 377 4598 Evenings.
RECORDER,
MUNTZ
STERIO
records and plays 4 track tapes plus 60
tapes, all for $150 Call 296-7449 after
5 00 p m

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
560 mo. Senior or Grad preferred. 160
North 5th No 6, 295 BOAT
540 mo. College approved room
kitchen priv,
blk off campus iO June
rent free. Call 266 3252. Move in now
Apartment for rent, 1 and 2 bedroom
furnished-0115 150. 625 S. 10th Apt 6
2069026

Jewelry - Custom design in cost gold
and silver. One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larlmore
Old Town (in the back) 354.8804.

Rooms. Male or female 055 mo. 2,0
blks from campus loft bed, Complete
darkroom. Own room Private en
trance etc. PEACE 356.5972.
nee a spare room to live in, Kit.priv
& toilet lac Would prefer Communal
Atmosphere w relatively Hip People.
Call Glenn 243 61)2.

5150 per
70 ACRES Lake Co. 0
acre all or part. May take auto. bike.
or? in trade 796 4304 Ask for Randy

NEWLY REMODELED ROOM with
kitch priv Very clean, quiet a blks. to
SJS non smoker only 287 3125.

FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
fluid 579,95 buys you a King Site undu
lating arnobea. Aqua Snooze Water
beds 1415 The Alameda. 286 3544.

SANTA CRUZ Duplex turn. Sleeps 6. 1
bt to boardwalk 5150 wk. 252 3143.
MALE Roommate needed 3 Bedroom
Duplex carpeted large yard for
garden Pool S70 mo Good Place 289
1534

03.00 per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 300 hr
After qualifying require car 8. neat
appear. Fuller Brush Co 225 5513.

055 per month. Unfurnished room &
share house near Sub, not necessarily
straight South 7th St Call 275 8636.

If you want to do something-DO
Something about the ENVIRONMENT
and earn Sat the same time phone KI3
ENTERPRISES 736 7549

with Speech difficulty Near campus.
Call Robert 298 2308

MEN IL WOMEN who want good
income & interested in top manage
went iob on apart time basis Call 252
6136, Mr Eller
KW ANT 101190
Lost my prize furry hat. This hat is the
ultimate in fashionable headwear Its
return would be greatly apprec call
cot 2466
LOSTTeeth two teeth on lower bridge
No value to anyone but me REWARD
110 Call 484 1823 SALINAS
MISIN IS

. !.,
4 lines
5 lines
o lines

San Jose’s Newest - Finest Yardage Shop

,FeareersR000ldm./Acollrnoapardniofonrtogir.nol oivv7dr.1.8,

1 or 2 roommates for 7 bdrm furnished
apt on 599 S. 0th St Move in April 1st.
Call 292 5069 or 2933962
Free Room
years old as
with speech
Call Robert

Lv
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery. Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 2598
Typing-term papers. etc. lope,
ienced and fast. Phone 2598674
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanlan 291 4101.

leTes flays

but days

five days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2 50
3 00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
1.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

rIJ

-.

BAJA MEXICO go Easter April 210?
srn group wants more Fun Chicks,
interesting people Call Mark 325 5537,
Larry 296 5793 or chip 325 6638

EUROPE, ISREAL, EAST AFRICA,
Student Travel Discounts, Official
SO.F.A. Representative for Inter.
European student charter flights. Two
month Student Eurailpass $120. Three
wenks camping in Russia and
Czechoslovakia 5156. Five weeks in
Spain. Portugal and Morocco 5230,
London Capetown seven week African
Safari 5641 International Student 1.0.
Card. Contact I.S C.A. representative
Fred Black. 2536 Regent St. Berkeley,
94704 Hours 44 pm. (415) 843.11151 or
LA office (2131 8265669.
Need a ride to Los Altos Hills from Sib
after 3 p.m Will share gas. call eve.
Haruyo, 948 9735.
MALE OR FEMALE to Share eo.
penses to Lower California Leaning
April 10th return approximately 1
month later Call Gary 2963512,
EXPEDITION
TO
AMERICA. Adventurous grOupS
depart June II & Sept 14 for 10 week
reconnaissance expedition to Panama,
and to photograph and obscene Me
Mayan ruins and contemporary life in
the Yucatan and Quintana Roo.
Details, Doka Expeditions, 2329
Sacramento, Suite I. San Francisco,
Ca. 9411$ 14151 567 1945
Send In handy ordor blank
Enclosed (suitor Check.
Phone 29441414, Ext. 2496

Personal, (7.1
Services (8)
freaapirtahm 08)

line)

_

Pf,n1 Name

For,

Address

’mimed

C.ly

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
flrlp Wanted (I)
Mousing IS)
Lost mod fined IS)

MALES THAT MAKE IT! TAU
DELTA PHI Smoker dinner. Ticket
available March 31, in the student
union Monday

Na refunds on cancelied ads Print your ed hem:

Tao Oars

Announcements (11
Automotive (2)
1 -’, Fe Sala (3)

I aaaaa for girl over 11
a companion to individual
difficulty Near campus.
298 2308

NEEDED: Dedicated tutors for the
guys at Boys City, 3rd & Jackson. You
can help by being a friend. Try it 2 hrs.
a week. Call Gary 377.53118 or Earl 293.
8217. Girls are welcome.

(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each

One flax

’

LOOKING for Pamela S. Stone. Call
14151 333-0991 or write 330 Ridgewood
Avo S.F. Jim from LA State wants to
contact he,

Roommate needed immediately. Fe,
rnale S 8th St Call MWF 12.2. 287.7625.
541 00 per month

ROOMMATES NEEDED. 1 or 2 to
share a bdrrn apt 2 blocks from Sus.
Pool $5250 mo Call 295 5869.

I

P PS eft A IS

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene M. Miller. RE.247 No.
Third, San Jose 295-0995.

SET OF 2 Antiqued yellow gold
engagement & wedding rings valued
at 0280 Sell for 0140. Call 371 1693 after
6 p

Hilt WANTIT

M.M. Protectors, a complete line of
cameras available Wright’s Camera
Rentals Call 287 9231.

2 BDRM FURN APT Available April 1,
1 blocks from campus, large pool,
Quiet Perfect for 2 each have own
beton 570 per mo each Phone 295
4482 between 3 6 P.m

CLASSIFIED RATES

100% ACRYLIC
Regularly $3.00 Now just $1.50

Park Free

for further information call:
247-1444 or 287-6829

GARDENING, Landscaping. prun.
ning, cleaning, painting, (European
method) Call Bennie anytirne 293.3348.

HAWAIIAN PRINTS

Air Conditioned

701-7A Kings Row

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Large nOUSe. 240 So. 12th. Own room 4
bdrm 2 bathrooms. yard etc. 275.9789.

1M6111D1N.16

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT BODY CARL)
10 to 930 Pm
DPI N MONDAY, THURSDAY, I HIDAY
9 to 5:30 Pm
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY
12:30 to 5 Pm
OPEN SUNDAY

Academy o4 Sell-Dejettse

GOOD BUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs & Frame S250 value for 5100 or
best offer Call 734 431

Between Valley Fair and Emporiu

OPEN SUNDAYS
12:30 TO 5 P.M.

Classes Tue. and Fri. 7:30-9 pm
$9/Month-once a week
$15/Month-twice a week
Spectators welcome

TO HELP the handicapped you can
buy a very tine soap Money donated to
handicapped Call Mr Hall for more
int or 298 2308

69 HONDA 300CB, OWNER FORMER
SJS grad new 525 Full helmet incl
mint cond . must see to appreciate.
5475 firm. Call 259 7607 after $ p m

FABRICS of TODAY

Japanese Self -Defense System

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Ford van 289 V8 Automatic Trans
mission New paint and paneling $750.
243 1054 after 6 PM

$41

ONE
FREE LESSON
JUJITSU

;next to Fry’s Market)

CALIFORNIA 50001SF

NOW I The chance of
lifetin,e comes
your way on a round trip ticket for
only 8400.
The China 707 jet leaves
from L.A. on June 29 and returns to
L.A. August 5. For further details
contact your campus root
SUSI BRIDWELL, COLLEGE UNION BLDG.,
408/287-8240 STUDENT SERVICES WEST, Inc.

912 town & country village
next to fox theatre 246-1160

C ;of

FOR SALE
4 650-73 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 948.9308.
540 for set
CAMERA SHOP

tickets available at

1054 STORY RD.

AUTOMOTIVE

24 HOUR SERVICE

tie..,tl

Ai(55

DO YOU QUALIFY? Male 3.0 GPA
Learn about Tau Delta Phi on March
31 Pick up smoker dinner ticket
Monday in the college union

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

tiir

march 30 thru april 4

*SPARTAN NITE*

presents:

VOLKSWAGEN REPAIRS
10% of f with student
body card.
17i, N. Sunset
S.J.
25 1.6000

BUNNY WEEK
PACKAGE
April 4 - 9, 1971

LIrcie

track made the distance
about 5 yards further than
expected. A judge said that
the mistake originated at the
starting line, and the slow
winning time of 10.1 by
Robert Medlock of OSU,
made the judges suspicious.
A check was mace, but by
agreement the coaches
agreed not to rerun the
event.
WINTER DEDICATION
During the meet, the track
was officially dedicated to
Bud Winter, the SJS track
coach for 29 years.
Winter talked to the crowd
and said thot the dedication
of the field was more to
the great athletes and teams
representing SJS rather to
himself.
"This is really one of my
greatest thrills," said the
coach who led SJS to a track
victory in the 1969 NCAA
finals. It is really at}honor to
have a field as renowned as
this one named after me.
Very few people have something like this happen to
them."

Tom & Jerry’s Fish & Chips

BUG CLINIC

Versatile Adornetto Heaves
Strikes in Bowling, Baseball
By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Versatility is probably an
athletes greatest asset.
Dave
For
freshman
Adornetto, who has parlayed
his athletic flexibility during
the basketball and baseball
seasons at SJS to overcome
much adversity, this is
certainly a correct assertion.
Despite
abbreviated
accomplishments as a frosh
eager, which were caused by
a Halloween night car
accident costing him six
weeks of the season, and his
early performances as a
knuckleball chucker on the
frosh-soph baseball squad.
Adornetto’s sports future
seems to lie elsewhere. He
rates as one of the states top
junior bowlers.
The 19-year-old Capachino
High School graduate bowls
in two traveling leagues
every Sunday. According to
Adornetto these loops the
900 and 925 Junior Masters)
own the highest league
average in the country. On
March
19
Adornetto
recorded both the day’s individual high score with a 299
game and high series with a
781 set.
HOBBY
"At the moment I only
bowl as a hobby," he confessed. -Except for a couple
of practice lines a week I
don’t bowl much besides in
the league competition. With
baseball and school work I
just don’t have the time."
Adornetto, who’s father
was a pro bowler, currently
owns a 198 average and has
rolled six unsanctioned 300
games and two unsanctioned
800 series. He admits that he
doesn’t always attain these
heights, however.
AMATEUR
-People have talked to me
about turning pro, but at the
moment I haven’t thought
very seriously about it," he
informed. "My amateur
standing is simply too
important to me."
Adornetto feels that after
graduation from college the
situation may be different.

with a toss of 254-10. His
former mark was 251-2.
LACK OF DEPTH
The lack of depth of the
SJS squad was most noticeable in the place finishes.
The Spartans did very well in
firsts, taking a total of eight
out of 18 for the entire meet.
However, OSU garnered the
majority of seconds and
thirds to account for the wide
disparity in the score.
Two Spartans placed first
corning off injuries last
week.
Chuck Sundsten, still
nursing a pulled hamstring,
jumped only twice in the long
jump, yet did well enough to
win the event with a jump of
24-2",
In the 440 intermediate
hurdles, Len Gaskill, running a fine race, won the event
with a time of 54.2.
105 YARD (?)
A bit of humor was injected into the meet, provided by the judges who
invented a new NCAA event- the 105 yard dash.
A wrong placement on the

appearing at
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